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Crime-tracking app Citizen
now alerts users to Covid risk

SURAJEET DAS GUPTA
New Delhi, 14 August

T

here is good news from Apple Inc.
Nearly three years after it kicked off
its discussions with the government,
the Cupertino, California-based company
has decided to take the plunge by making
India an alternative global hub for exports,
apart from China.
To achieve that, Apple has roped in three
of its global original equipment manufacturer (OEM) vendors — Foxconn, Wistron
and Pegatron — to sign on for the flagship
productivity-linked incentive (PLI) scheme.
The scheme offers incentives between 4
and 6 per cent on the production value of
phones manufactured in India for five years
and mostly exported, provided they meet
targets of value and investment each year.
Foxconn and Wistron already have plants in
Tamil Nadu and Karnataka. Pegatron is currently scouting around for land to set up a
manufacturing plant in India.
It’s a win-win all round. It will help Apple
hedge its over-dependence on China, where
95 per cent of the devices are manufactured. And for India, it will kick off the strategy to boost exports so that it can reach the
magic number of $110 billion by 2025.
There is a third dimension. The hope is
that Apple, which has already started
manufacturing some of its phones in India
in a small way, will pump up production
for the domestic market too, have a
stronger distribution system, offer Indian
consumers phones at an affordable price
tag (because they will not have to pay
import duties) and, therefore, sell phones
in larger volumes.
The global giant has already taken some
significant steps to strengthen its India play
— it will set up company-owned Apple
online stores sometime this year, which
(~ cr)
global experience suggests drives substantial sales. Currently, it is dependent on third
party e-commerce sites such as Amazon to
sell its products online. And it is working
towards setting up company-owned signature Apple stores, the first to be in Mumbai,
in 2021. That again will reduce its current
dependence on 1,000-odd resellers.
Both these moves were delayed by
foreign direct investment rules on retail ’12-13 ’13-14 ’14-15 ’15-16 ’16-17 ’17-18 ’18-19
RoC
that stipulated that a company has to Source:
*2019-20 has not be declared in RoC
source 30 per cent of its products locally to qualify for permission to set up sin- Indian mobile sweepstakes? An Apple Inc.
gle-brand retail outlets. The policy was spokesperson declined to comment on
later relaxed and Apple Inc. became one future predictions, pricing or revenues. To
put it in perspective, India is a minuscule
of the early beneficiaries.
Meanwhile, Apple has started reworking market for the global giant, accounting for
its India pricing strategy. In a curious inver- 0.5 per cent of its global revenues (based on
sion, Apple phones in India cost more than FY2019 figures). Apple’s India revenues are
in the US, despite the wide gap in per capi- just 3.5 per cent of the revenues from
ta income. Last year, it dropped prices of the Greater China, Apple’s largest market after
iPhone XR twice to below ~50,000. It has US and Europe. The question is whether
also launched the iPhone SE at ~42,000 in Apple will replicate the China model in
April this year. And its entry-level model, India, concentrating on both domestic and
iPhone 7, which was launched in India four export markets. After all, can Apple afford
years ago, is available for under ~30,000. It not to play a larger role in an annual smarthas also begun manufacturing its latest phone market of 150 million?
The company faces growing competiApple iPhone 11, among other models.
Analysts expect local manufacturing tion in the premium smartphone market
to significantly reduce Apple’s costs, (~30,000 and above). In Q2 July, One Plus 8
enabling them to price their phones com- from China hit the number one slot with a
petitively. This is principally because the 19 per cent share followed by Vivo V 19 and
22 per cent import duty will not be appli- Samsung Galaxy A71 in the segment,
cable, and as volumes increase, the plan is according to data from Counterpoint
to get in global component suppliers to Research. Apple iPhone SE (10 per cent
manufacture the components in India, share), the price warrior, was at number
four and Apple iPhone11 at number 5.
which will reduce costs further.
But if one looks at the over $500 segBut are these measures enough for
Apple to become a larger player in the ment, which accounts for the bulk of Apple
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Apple ripens
its India plans
Making the country an alternative export hub to
China makes sense for the US giant but competition
in the domestic market could be intense

SMALL FRUIT

10,538.5
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11,704.32

9,997

6,472.9

4,500.3

3,057.8

(APPLE’S INDIA REVENUES)

sales by value, the company still dominates. According to IDC, in the second
quarter of calendar 2020, Apple had a 48.8
per cent share, up from 41 per cent last
year in this segment, followed only by
Samsung and One Plus.
But competition is gaining ground in
this segment too. Recently, the Big Three are
being challenged by the three Chinese players: Xiaomi, Vivo and Oppo.
Analysts agree that the over-~50,000
market, where Apple is big, is tiny — making for not more than 3 per cent of all smartphone sales. But the market between
~30,000 and sub-~50,000 — where One Plus
and Samsung are the big boys — is growing
fast. Says Faisal Kawoosa, founder of
TechArch: “Unlike in other countries, a lot
of the loyal Apple customers were forced to
shift to other brands because their phones
became too expensive, hitting ~1 lakh. So
they moved to premium phones like One
Plus and Samsung and so on.”
Kawoosa says similarly, customers who
bought phones costing less than ~25,000
found a range of new quality phone available at half the price of an Apple.
Apple’s other big challenge has been the
lacklustre response to bundling of phones
with operators in India. Apple has been successful in many key markets in tying up
with mobile operators, which in turn offer
the phone bundled with operator minutes
and at a discounted price to their subscribers. “In India, bundling has not really
worked, the volumes are very low and nothing to talk about,” says a senior executive of
a telecom company.
Apple’s first calculated steps in India
and aggressive competition from
Chinese makers, all make for interesting times for consumers.

‘Cautiously optimistic of reaching
pre-Covid sales by December-end’
The government recently imposed curbs on the
import of certain new pneumatic tyres.
JK Tyre & Industries Chairman and Managing
Director RAGHUPATI SINGHANIAtells
T E Narasimhanthat the decision will help
promote domestic manufacturing. About
Covid-19, he says it has caused the company to
defer its expansion plans. Edited excerpts:
How has Covid-19 impacted the
tyre industry?

The auto industry was witnessing a slowdown in FY’20. The lockdowns impacted
it further. This, in turn, affected the automotive and allied industries, including
tyres. However, the tyre segment has
seen a recovery in June 2020, especially
in the replacement market. The movement of essential commodities during
the lockdown sustained the demand in
the replacement segment, specifically
on the commercial side. The farm segment, too, maintained its growth. The
biggest de-growth was witnessed in the
OEM tyre segment, which is gradually
picking up pace now. Overall, we are seeing signs of revival in the replacement
and rural segments.
When do you think the industry (auto
and tyre) will revive?

We are witnessing pent-up
demand in both the industries, and it would be fair to
say that we are on the path to

gradual recovery. However, the manufacturers are still stabilising the operations, be it labour availability, supply
chain or dealer network. Intermediate
lockdowns are also adding to these disruptions at the local level. However, we do
expect things to become better in the
coming quarter. On the demand front
too, the prospects are promising with a
good monsoon and sustained performance in the agricultural sector. The festive
quarter is expected to further add to this
momentum, and we are cautiously optimistic of reaching pre-coronavirus sales
by the end of the calendar year.

Considering the impact of Covid-19 on
the manufacturing sector, particularly the
automobile sector, the capacity utilisation has been low. The gradual ramp up of
production has only just begun with markets opening up. Currently, we have
crossed 70 per cent capacity utilisation
and expect to improve it further in the
coming months. Hence, at this point, the
impact of restrictions cannot be assessed.
However, this step will certainly help
improve the capacity utilisation.
Is the demand back to last year's levels?
The OEMs have said it is close to the July
2019 level.

In the near-term, which segments
will fuel growth?

July has definitely been better for the
OEMs, and the momentum
The replacement segment The import
is expected to be sustained
will continue to lead the restrictions would
in the coming months.
recovery process in the tyre certainly help in
However, there might be a
industry. In fact, we registered better capacity
demand-supply mismatch
a strong double-digit growth utilisation and
due to the ongoing disrupin the replacement business capacity expansion,
tions on the supply front. It
in June 2020. The OEM indus- for both the
would be fair to wait and
try is reviving rather slowly. domestic market
watch for the next few weeks
But in the farm sector, the and exports. This
to make a realistic assessdemand is quite good. Going will certainly give
ment. At JK Tyre, we are
forward, the passenger seg- a boost to the Make
closely monitoring the situment, including two- and in India initiative
ation and are aiming to
three-wheelers, will
achieve 80 per cent of our
drive growth, in addition to the pre-Covid production levels by the end
commercial segment in the of this quarter.
replacement market.

RAGHUPATI
SINGHANIA
Chairman and
managing director,
JK Tyre & Industries

How will the import
restrictions of tyres from
China help Indian
manufacturers?

The restrictions are in place for
all countries, thus ensuring
“Atmanirbhar Bharat” in this
category. Fortunately, the
industry has always been ahead of the
curve and has been globally competitive
in terms of technology and manufacturing of all kinds of tyres. The import
restrictions would certainly help in better capacity utilisation and capacity
expansion, for both the domestic market
and exports. This will certainly give a
boost to the Make in India initiative.
Has the capacity utilisation of
domestic players increased because
of these restrictions?

How have you realigned your priorities
for this quarter?

We will continue to expand our stronghold in the replacement market, across
passenger vehicles, as also for commercial and two and three-wheelers. Exports
also continue to be our focus as we are
receiving a promising response from the
United States and Latin America.
Internally, the stabilisation of manufacturing operations remains a key priority,
and we are hopeful of streamlining it in the
near future.
Are you going ahead with your
investment plans?

We have deferred our expansion plans for
the present and will review them subsequently. Currently, we are prioritising capex
for only the essentials. We will take a view
after the market stabilises, when we can
ascertain definite demand trends.

t the start of the Covid-19 pandemic, contact tracing was considered the best hope for getting
people back to offices and schools safely without a vaccine. The tech industry
was optimistic that apps would provide
a faster, more effective alternative to
the usual painstaking human process of
calling and interviewing the networks
of infected people to figure out possible
sources of exposure.
It hasn’t worked out that way. All
efforts in the US are so nascent that
Citizen, known for location-based
crime alerts, on Thursday launched a
feature called SafePass that it’s already
calling the largest private contact-tracing network, with only 700,000 people
testing its product.
The app allows users to upload
their health status every day, then
updates them on how many people
they have walked past who are also
using the product. If someone in the
network is infected, that person will
be immediately notified, as will the
other SafePass users their phone
pinged. SafePass will provide a map
and time of the possible infection, and
ask users if they think they were
exposed. If so, Citizen will send them
an at-home Covid-19 test for no charge.
“We are basically building a Covid
social network right now,” Andrew
Frame, Citizen’s chief executive officer, said in an interview. He imagines
people will ask their contacts to use
the app for a few days before attempting a vacation or event together.
“Everyone in the world wants to see
their friends and they want to ask
them, ‘Have you been tested? What are
your symptoms? Have you been safe?’
All those questions can be answered
by SafePass,” he said.
Contact tracing works best when the

The app allows users to upload their
health status every day, then
updates them on how many people
they have walked past who are also
using the product. If someone in the
network is infected, that person
will be immediately notified
rate of infection in a community is
small, and someone can easily pinpoint
the source of their exposure. In many
US communities, the benefits have
waned with rising numbers of Covid19 cases. Americans who are most vulnerable to the illness live in low-income
communities with high-density housing, and are the least likely to have
access to their own smartphones.
Citizen said it’s working with the
government in Stockton, California —
a city particularly hard-hit by the coronavirus — and will be aiming for more
partnerships with municipalities and
businesses. But so far, in the US and
other countries, voluntary apps haven’t
seen enough adoption to become
effective.
Alphabet Inc.’s Google and Apple
Inc. worked together on a system allowing governments to build contract-tracing apps. The program faced a series of
problems, with some countries saying

privacy controls blocked them from
collecting crucial data to tracking the
virus’ spread. By the end of July, 16
regions and countries around the
world had launched an app built on
top of the system, Google said. The
state of Virginia earlier this month
launched the first app in the US based
on the Google-Apple system.
Privacy could be a barrier for
Citizen, too. The app stores its users’
Bluetooth location data for 30 days, so
that they can accurately notify them
about possible infections. Users who
get a Covid-19 test through the Safepass
system will have their results automatically uploaded to all contacts.
Friends on the app may find out about
someone’s positive result before they
do. That’s by design, because stopping
the spread is a matter of urgency,
Frame said.
“We’ve had almost no requests for
the ability to hide their positive status,”
he said. “There’s no shame whatsoever
in getting Covid, and a lot of people are
getting Covid. It’s not their fault. This
thing is sweeping through America.”
On Citizen, users can also create a
list of friends whose names and health
status they will be able to see whenever they want, to help decide whether
it’s safe to hang out.
BLOOMBERG
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iz/kku dk;kZy; % LVkj gkÅl] IykV&lh&5] ^^th^^ CykWd]
ckanzk&dqykZ dkWEiysDl] caknzk ¼bZLV½] eqacbZ&400051

lkoZtfud lwpuk
cSafdax daiuh ¼miØeksa dk vf/kxzg.k o VªkalQj½ vf/kfu;e] 1970 dh /kkjk 10ch ds vuqlkj o’kZ
2012&13 ds nkSjku ?kksf’kr cSad ds “ks;jksa ij vnkfor@vHkqDr ykHkka”k vxLr] 2020 ekg esa vkbZbZih,Q
[kkrs esa varj.k ds fy, fu;r gS vkSj o’kZ 2013&14 ds nkSjku ?kksf’kr varfje ykHkka”k tuojh] 2021
ekg esa vkbZbZih,Q fuf/k esa varj.k ds fy, fu;r gSA cSad izR;sd o’kZ okf’kZd lk/kkj.k cSBd dh lwpuk
ds ^uksV^ esa ykHkka”kksa dk viuk udnhdj.k@izkfIr ugha dj lds “ks;j/kkjdksa ls vHkqDr@
vnkfor ykHkka”kksa ds nkos vkSj udnhdj.k djus ds fy, vuqjks/k dj jgk gSA
ge ,d ckj iqu% 2012&13 ls vius ykHkka”k dk udnhdj.k@izkfIr ugha dj lds
“ks;j/kkjdksa ls mi;ZqDr irs ij cSad ds daiuh lfpo dks vius nkos tek djus ;k
headoffice.share@bankofindia.co.in ij bZ&esy djus dk vuqjks/k djrs gSa rkfd muds nkos
le;&lhek esa fuiVkfjr@Hkqxrku fd, tk ldsaA

daiuh lfpo

LFkku% eqacbZ fnukad% 13-08-2020
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Statement of Unaudited Standalone and Consolidated Financial Results for the Quarter ended 30 June 2020
(` in lakhs)

Revenue

EBITDA

PAT

1,90,049

30,863

3,370
(` in lakhs)
Standalone

Sr.
No

Particulars

1

Total Income from Operations (net)

2

Quarter ended

Year ended

30-Jun-20

31-Mar-20

30-Jun-19

31-Mar-20

Unaudited

Audited

Unaudited

Audited

1,90,048.99

2,50,928.61

2,30,004.61

9,01,510.55

Net Profit / (Loss) from ordinary activities after tax

3,370.20

11,510.52

12,524.36

42,497.51

3

Total Comprehensive income [Comprising Profit / (Loss) for the period (after tax)
and Other Comprehensive Income (after tax)]

3,709.28

11,615.16

12,562.07

42,670.94

4

Equity share capital

13,676.98

13,676.98

13,676.98

13,676.98

5

Earnings Per Share (before extraordinary items)(of Rs. 10/- each)(not annualised):
(a) Basic
(b) Diluted

2.46
2.46

8.42
8.42

9.16
9.16

31.07
31.07

6

Earnings Per Share (after extraordinary items)(of Rs. 10/- each)(not annualised):
(a) Basic
(b) Diluted

2.46
2.46

8.42
8.42

9.16
9.16

31.07
31.07

Consolidated
Sr.
No

Particulars

1

Total Income from Operations (net)

2

Net Profit / (Loss) from ordinary activities after tax

3

Total Comprehensive income [Comprising Profit / (Loss) for the period (after tax)
and Other Comprehensive Income (after tax)]

4

Equity share capital

Quarter ended

Year ended

30-Jun-20

31-Mar-20

30-Jun-19

31-Mar-20

Unaudited

Audited

Unaudited

Audited

2,11,035.85

2,74,047.26

2,45,027.17

9,76,255.28

5,074.29

19,105.71

10,042.39

40,541.61

5,413.37

19,215.16

10,080.10

40,719.84

13,676.98

13,676.98

13,676.98

13,676.98

5

Earnings Per Share (before extraordinary items)(of Rs. 10/- each)(not annualised):
(a) Basic
(b) Diluted

3.71
3.71

13.97
13.97

7.34
7.34

29.64
29.64

6

Earnings Per Share (after extraordinary items)(of Rs. 10/- each)(not annualised):
(a) Basic
(b) Diluted

3.71
3.71

13.97
13.97

7.34
7.34

29.64
29.64

Notes:
1.

The above unaudited Standalone and Consolidated results were reviewed by the Audit Committee and were approved & taken on record by the Board
of Directors at their meeting held on 14 August 2020.

2.

The above unaudited financial results have been prepared in accordance with Indian Accounting Standards (Ind AS) as prescribed under Section 133 of
the Companies Act, 2013 read with the relevant rules thereunder and other accounting principles generally accepted in India.

3.

The above is an extract of the detailed format of Quarterly Financial Results filed with the Stock Exchange under Regulation 33 of the SEBI (Listing
Obligations and Disclosure Requirements) Regulations, 2015. The full format of the Financial Results are available on the Stock Exchanges website
www.bseindia.com and www.nseindia.com and on the Company’s website, www.dilipbuildcon.com.

4.

Figures for the earlier periods have been regrouped wherever necessary.
For and on behalf of the Board of Directors of
Dilip Buildcon Limited

Place: Bhopal
Date: 14th August 2020

Dilip Suryavanshi
Managing Director
DIN - 00039944

